Role of phosphate in initial iron deposition in apoferritin.
Ferritins from microorganisms to man are known to contain varying amounts of phosphate which has a pronounced effect on the structural and magnetic properties of their iron mineral cores. The present study was undertaken to gain insight into the role of phosphate in the early stages of iron accumulation by ferritin. The influence of phosphate on the initial deposition of iron in apoferritin (12 Fe/protein) was investigated by EPR, 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, and equilibrium dialysis. The results indicate that phosphate has a significant influence on iron deposition. The presence of 1 mM phosphate during reconstitution of ferritin from apoferritin, Fe(II), and O2 accelerates the rate of oxidation of the iron 2-fold at pH 7.5. In the presence or absence of phosphate, the rate of oxidation at 0 degrees C follows simple first-order kinetics with respect to Fe(II) with half-lives of 1.5 +/- 0.3 or 2.8 +/- 0.2 min, respectively, consistent with a single pathway for iron oxidation when low levels of iron are added to the apoprotein. This pathway may involve a protein ferroxidase site where phosphate may bind iron(II), shifting its redox potential to a more negative value and thus facilitating its oxidation. Following oxidation, an intermediate mononuclear Fe(III)-protein complex is formed which exhibits a transient EPR signal at g' = 4.3. Phosphate accelerates the rate of decay of the signal by a factor of 3-4, producing EPR-silent oligonuclear or polynuclear Fe(III) clusters. In 0.5 mM Pi, the signal decays according to a single phase first-order process with a half-life near 1 min.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)